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Preparing for Wisdom
Introduction:
 How many of you would like to be wise?  I challenge you to set aside any other priorities you have  
 in life (new car, spring-cleaning, etc), and set...that’s set your focus with us in this study of 
 becomming wise.  Getting excited yet?  This chapter gives us some “prerequisites” to becoming  
 wise.  Here is your spiritual Spring house cleaning.

 I. First - Is there a NEED for REPENTANCE? (vs.1-5)
  A. Note we are snared by “the words from our mouth”  Let us examine our speech.  What  
      have you said to your spouse and children lately?
  B. Note we are snared with our “actions”.  If we have hurt others we need to “humble   
      ourselves” and make things right with “loved ones”
 II. Secondly - Is there a NEED for RENEWAL? (vs.6-11)
  A. Note...if we could be as wise as the ant.  He has “no guide, overseer or ruler” yet he   
      prepares for the harvest.  When are you going to study the Bible; when are you going to  
      get into this study of Proverbs?
  B. Note the need for renewal (v.9), “How long wilt thou sleep?”  One of the Greek words for  
      renewal means “better than new”  Getting excited?  Let us make changes today...not   
      tomorrow...Hello!
 III. Thirdly - Is there NEED to alleviate inner REBELLION? (vs.12-15)
  A. Note - a rebellious spirit is manifested outwardly, “our mouth, our eyes, our feet and we  
      even teach with our fingers (v.13...wow)
  B. Note - Rebellion comes from the ”heart” (v.14)
  C. Note that God will judge our rebellion (v.15)...calamity
 IV. Fourthly - Is there NEED to alleviate qualities that God REJECTS? (vs. 16-19)?
  A. Note - three of these relate to our words, “lying, false witness, sowing discord...”    
      STOP...what comes out of our mouths?
  B. Note - the rest relate to inner motives: “pride, cunningness, non-compassion.”    
       STOP...what are we inwardly?
 V. Fifthly - Is there NEED to remember our training?  (vs.20-24)
  A. Note the law of the mother” - Mom was the basic “care provider”.  The first 11 years -   
      the law was morality, love, kindness, manners, etc.
  B. At age 12 dad taught the children the Scriptures, heritage, etc...  There was direct 
      teaching by both parents...”bind them in thine heart...” (v.21)
 VI. Lastly - Is there a NEED to be REMINDED of the negative consequences of sin? (vs.24-35) -  
      analogous with Satan.  He wants to destroy us.
  A. Note - the devil strives to entice us (vs.24-26) but ultimately the devil wants to bind us  
      (v.28), and steal from us (v.30).  Oh, dearly beloved, as one who has been thrown against  
      the wall by demons, let me remind you that we are in a definite battle (Eph. 4:12).
  B. Note - there will be consequences of sinful actions: [1] we will have to restore seven fold,  
      [2] we will lack understanding and honor.

Conclusion:
All of us...right now...bow our heads.  Is there a need for repentance?  Is there an inner rebellion?  We will 
never have wisdom without contriteness.


